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Abstract. A transformation @ of sequential specifications into con,,, i riic a-lkrrnnt r~no;fir~t;nmc ;r rln.fi-‘4 ~ljri.*i-.s..“.ia .” YI . . . . rti. 
The sequential specification is in the form of a regular expression extended with a declaration of 
the actions that are independent and have the potential for concurrent execution. The concurrent 
specification is in the form of a product of regular expressions. It is proved that a concurrent 
specification resulting from the application of the transformation @ to a sequential specification 
modified by inserting special actions, called synchronization guards, is behaviorally equivalent 
to the original specification. The programming language representation of a sequential specification 
is exemplified in a Pascal-like language, Banach. 
With the development of multiprocessors, such as the SEQUENT computer [38], 
research on concurrent systems has expanded immensely. There have been many 
attempts to define models of concurrent systems. On a more prsctical side, a number 
of programming languages providing constructs to express concurrency have been 
designed and implemented. Unfortunately, concurrent systems are difficult to deal 
with. For example, an analysis of a concurrent system requires the consideration 
of events that occur at the same time and with independent speeds. Similar difficulties 
are also apparent in the process of design of concurrent programs. This process 
appears to be rather complicated with the currently available concurrent languages, 
such as those based on the concept of a monitor, Modula [45], ascal-Plus [443, 
Mesa [29], and Concurrent Euclid [ 141, and those based on message passing, CSP 
[13], CSP/SO [27], occam [15-j, Planet [IS] and Joyce [6]. The rogrammer has to 
specify which actions are to be executed concurrently and the how those actions 
are to be synchronized. The latter specification is particularly cu eksome an 
error-prone. 
In many cases, to implement a concurrent system S, we extract the sequential 
components of S, implement these, and the mbine the sequential components 
into a complete implementation of S. Such a ethodology is convsk.ient for systems 
wit erent concurrent activities, for exa le operating syste s L& real-time 
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systems. Mowever, there is large class of applications that are usually specified by 
sequential algorithms;, for example, sorting and linear algebra algorithms, searching 
routines. For those applications, concurrency is often employed to improve per- 
formance but is not a primary goal. An alternative methodology is to describe a 
sequential system and then automatically develop a functionally equivalent concur- 
rent system. The difference between these two methodologies is clear; in the former 
methodology, the usec specifies synchronization details explicitly, while in the latter 
methodology the user may not be aware of the transformation from the sequential 
specification to the concurrent specification. 
While we realize that a sequential algorithm does not always lead to an efficient 
concurrent algorithm, we demonstrate in this paper th :t, for many algorithms, our 
approach provides an effective way of obtaining a significant speed-up of the original 
specification. The research in this direction was originated in [M-19] which describe 
transformations of sequential systems into concurrent systems. Similar approach, 
but different techniques were proposed in [32,33]. Two components of the descrip- 
tion of a sequential system are required, namely a specification of the sequential 
behavior and a declaration of actions that are independent and so have the potential 
for concurrent execuiion. Such a specification is po&~U” cmcurrent and so in 
this paper is called a p-concurrent specification. A p-concurrent specification is called 
proper if it is functionally equivalent to a corresponding concurrent specification. 
As of now, we do not know general sufficient and necessary conditions for a 
p-concurrent specification to be proper; in [19] such conditions are given for the 
special subclass of p-concurrent specifications (in the form of COSY systems). 
In order to explain this approach, we now recall from [16, 351 the example of a 
factorial. Let us consider the sequential, iterative factorial scheme to compute x ! : 
z := 1; while (x > 0) do begin z := z * x; x := x - 1 end. Since the body of this loop 
consists of two dependent actions, it is modified to the form in which independent 
actions can be identified: z := 1; while (x > 0) do begin y := x; z := z * y; x:= x - 1 
end. Now, this program is translated to the following regular expression (see Section 
2): (2:’ 1); ((x)0); (y:= x); (z:=z * y); (x:= x - l))*; (x s 0). The pairs of actions 
that are mutually independent are ((z := l),( x > 0)), ((z := 1 ),(y := x)), ((z := 1), 
(x:=x-l)), ((z:= l),(xsO)), ((z:=z*y),(x:=x-1)), ((z:=z*y),(xsO)), 
((x > O),(z := z * y)). From these pairs one can derive the three maximal sets of 
mutally dependent actions: {(x > fl), (y := x), (x:= x - l), (x < 0)}, {(z := l), 
(z := z * y)}, {(y := x), (z := z * y)}. Now, the three sequential components of the 
concurrent program being constructed can be obtained by erasing ;&ons that do 
not appear in the above sets. Thus, we obtain a program( (x > 0); (j -= x): (X := x - 
1)~*;(~~O)(~~)(~:=l);(~:=~*y)*(~~)((y:=x);(z:=z*y))*)andiaiseasytoprove 
that this program really implements a parallel factorial (see [35]). Note, that the 
three components of the concurrent program synchronize through the so-called 
hand-shake synchronization, that is rf the same action, such as y := X, occurs in more 
than one component, it be executed wt the sLanae as’me in all sue 
for details see Definition 2.5 and Example 2.6. 
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In some cases the above transformation results in a concurrent specification that 
is not proper. In this paper we extend the ideas described above and show that by 
introducing special actions, called synchronization guards, every p-concurrent 
specification can be transformed into an equivalent concurrent specification. The 
synchronization actions prevent some paths in the concurrent execution from per- 
forming. (Note that synchronization guards have also proved to be useful for 
investigating parallel devices recognizing trace languages [24] e also show that 
a sequential specification can be represented in the sequential al-like program- 
ming language, called Banach. This language has been designed in such a way that 
the programmer does not have to bc concerned about the synchronization details 
[ZI, 221. In Banach, the basic unit of specification is called an event. Events resemble 
Ada’s packages [40] or Simula’s classes [3], in that they have parameters, local data 
structures and bodies. Events can be initiated and they can participate in standard 
sequential operations, such as composition, conditional choice, or iteration. A 
Banach program consists of two parts; a description of the behavior of events and 
a declaration of the independent events. Independent events must not engage in 
concurrent actions that couid result in ill-defined resuits. For example, two events, 
one of which reads the value of a variable SC, and the other which updates the value 
of x shouid not be deciared as independent. 
To illustrate the main idea of our project, let us describe its four components. At 
the linguistic level, there are two components (see Fig. 1). In our theory, Banach 
specifications are modelled by p-concurrent regular expressions, and concurrent 
programs are modelled by concurrent regular expressions. Thus, at the theory level 
we have the following components shown in Fig. 2. The main result of this paper 
shows that the transformation @ yields an equivalent concurrent expression, which 
gives theoretical background for the implementation of Banach. 
Until recently, the problem of deriving an equivalent concurrent system from the 
sequential specification has not been very popular among the computer community, 
and this still seems to be the case among theoreticians. IIowever, there have been 
many recent research projects on this subject (see [ 1,4,8,9,41] and others). To 
explain the reason for the interest in this kind of research, we quote [ 121: “. . . there 
is an economic fact of life that cannot be ignored, namely that large companies 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
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with many hundreds of n-years invested in sequential software will not invest 
substantially in p irallel rdware until there is a convincing ‘migration r 
such machines.. .“. nately, most results, such as those in [4,9,12,41-j are 
concerned with a very specific hardware or software, and only a few, s 
try to End solutions t at aie as general as ours. 
This paper is ized as follows. In Section 2 we present a description of the 
formalism used i paper: regular expressions; concurrent regular expressions; 
and p-concurre lar expressions. We also define a transformation 0: of p- 
concurrent regu essions into concurrent regular expressions. In Section 3 we 
define synchronized p-concurrent regular expressions and a trarsformation d7 o& 
egular exprecsions into synchroni: zd p-concurrent regular 
e prove the main result of our paper which states that for every 
p-concurrent regular expression PCR, the synchronized concurrent regular 
expression (PCR) is proper, that is, equivalent to C(n(PCR)). In that section we 
also show an application of our technique to the well-known dining philosophers 
problem. Section 4 describes the Banach programming language. Example; provided 
in this sec+iem c\veln:- bte --Z- :A--- t-t’-- 1 Al- - -l--f - .- 
L u&h bfiylalrr t.~fic 11m111 Iucd3 ut;lllllU Lilt; Ut;SlgIl Ol’ &iiliiC’ri. Iii SiXiiOii 5 
we show modelling of Banach programs by p-concurrent regular expressions. Some 
results of this paper have been announced in [20-23,371. 
concurrent regular expressions 
Let us first introduce some notations used in this paper. If A is an arbitrary 
alphabet, the elements of A are denoted by a,b,c (with indices, if necessary.) By 
A* we denote the set of all strings over A, including the empty string E, and the 
elements of A* are denoted by x,y,z (with indices, if necessary.) By A+, we denote 
A* -{E}, and by #(,x) we denote the number of occurrences of the symbol a in 
the string X. For any language L c A*, let Pref( L) = {x E A*: (3y E A*)(xy E L)}. For 
every regular expression R, let Z’(R) denote the language defined by R. Finally, 
for a regular expression R (also, for a string, a language or any other mathematical 
construct), by AR we denote the alphabet of R. 
. A pure sequential speci$cation is a regular expression R over a finite 
alphabet AR with the three operators “;“:, “,” and “*“. The elements of AR are 
atomic actions, or events. In this paper, we use “;” to denote the concatenation, 
‘I,” to denote the choice, and “*” to denote the iteration. Unlike *;!re traditional 
notation we assume that “s” has higher precedence than “;“. 0ur applearh 5, based 
on the COSY model (see e.g. [26,30,3i], or [2]) in which the same convention has 
been used. bus, our ‘“a,b;c” is the same as the traditional expression “(a w 6 jc”. 
nditional and iterative construct 
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In this paper, we define the semantics of sequential and concurrent specifications 
in terms of two components which are, respectively, intermediate results or histories, 
and final results or reesulting histories. We require the foilowing. 
Every initial segment, or prefix of history is history, and every 
resulting history is history. 
2.3. The set of resulting histories of a p e sequential specification R, 
denoted by RI-I(R) is defined as the language ). The set of histories of R, 
denoted by I-I(R) is defined as Pref(RH(R)). 
Clearly, the above definition satisfies Requirement 2.2. Now, we define a concur- 
rent regular expression. 
A concurrent regular expression is of the form CR: R, 11. l -11 R,, where 
Ri for i=l,..., n, are regular expressions. We often write Ai instead of AR,. Let 
A cR = Iii Ai denote the alphabet of CR. 
Since in this paper concurrent specifications are often expressed by concurrent 
regular expressions, unless specified otherwise we shall identify these two concepts. 
The semantics of concurrent expressions can be defined using vector sequences 
[42]. The following notations are useful. 
nition 2.5. Let CR: R,ll- l -11 R,, A = ACR. We define a concatenation of two 
vectors componentwise: 
( x1,x2,*--9 xn)(YI,Y2,-• ,Yn)=(X*YI,XZY2,...,XnYn), 
where 
( X1429-*9 x,,),(y,,y2 ,..., y,,)~ATxAfx-xA$. 
Let hi:A*+ * be a projection homomorphkm defined by an extension of 
hi(a) = 
a ifaEAi, 
E otherwise. 
Now, let _:A*+AfxA;x--a 
[h,(x), l - l 9 h,(x)] for x E A*. For 
mapping vect( L) = (5: x E L}. The 
CR, the elements of vect( 
V C_ vect( A*), let Pref( V) = (IJ E vect( A*): (3y E vect( A*))(-Ky E c’)). 
xA; be the mapping defined by x= 
any language L E A*, let vect be the following 
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l 011 R, be a concurrent regular expression. We define 
dency relation of CR, ICR G ACR x ACR as follows (a, b) E ICR iff 
(a F b) & (Vi) (a @ Ai v b lif Ai)* 
We extend indepe dency relation ICR to the relation - on A*. This relation allows 
us to not disringuis between ttvo sequences of actions if they differ only in the 
order of executions of independent actions (compare [35,36]). For i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
ala2.. .Qi&+l.. .a, a, if bi, ai+,) E k~= It turns out (see [26]) that 
for the reflexive an e = of the relation - (== = -*) we have x = y 
iff x = ye Thus, in the strings of vector events, we do not distinguish between histories 
which represent e same activity of a concurrent system. For Exa ple 2.6, we have 
abc = acb. 
Let CR: R, ]I l l -11 R, be a concurrent specification. The semantics 
of CR is defined by the set of resulting histores, RH(CR) =vect(A*) n 
RH(R,) x l l l x RH&), and the set of his:‘qries H(CR) = vect(A*) n 
Hi&) x 0 l l x H(R,). 
It is easy to show that the above definition satisfies Requirement 2.2 (see also 
[ 193). For Example 2.6 we have RH(CR,) = {clbc), H(CR,) = {abc ab ac a E}. -9 -9-T -9- 
orollary 2.9 (see [.I61 for details) 
(I) RH(CR) = (Is E vect(A*): (Vi)hi(x) E RH(Ri)}, 
(2) H(CR) = {y E vect(A*): (Vi)hi(x) E H(R,)}. 
pie 2.110. For CR,: (a;e),(b;f) 11 (c;e),(d;f) we have two resulting histories 
RH(CR2) = {ace, bdf }. There are two histories that !ead to a deadlock (that is, the 
: A. -J L,YS&L. ia ;c;nzez toa halt before it reaches a final state), that is H(CR2) = 
Pref( RH(CR2) w {ad, &}). 
The above semantics, described in terms of vector firing sequences, can be 
equivalently descri’otid using WPazurkiewicz’s traces (see [35,36]). Both models use 
partially commutative monoids introduced in [7] (see also [28]) to model partial 
ore details can be found in 124, 36, 431. 
goal is to describe transformations of sequential specifications into concurrent 
cations. As mentioned before, the required sequential specification consists 
of two components: a description of sequential behavior and a declaration of 
independent actions. The first component is in the form of a pure sequential 
specification, the seco d component identifies sets of dependent acr’ons. In this 
paper, sequential speci cations are expressed using potentially concurrent. or briefly 
p-concurrent regular expressions, 
A p-concurrent regular expression PCR is a regular expression 
over the alphabet which is partitioned into a finite number of not necessarily 
concurrent regular ex air .ZZ 
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Note that the two components of a p-concurrent regular expression are not 
interrelated, that is the specification of the sequential behavior is independent from 
the choice of the sets Ai. Cieariy, two actions are independent if they do not belong 
to the same sel 
2. Let PCR=[R,{A,, , A,}] be a p-concurrent expresston. We 
ndependency relation o R, kIG- cARxAR as (a, E) E ZPCR iff 
(a # b) & (Vij (a E Ai v be Ai). 
Next we define the semantics of p-concurrent regular expressions in terms of 
histories ared resulting histories. To explain the intuition of these definitions, let us 
recall the following example from [19]. For PCR,: [ O: ((a;b;c)*), { 
A2 = {a,c}}] one can define the set of resulting histories of RO as the language 
3( R,): RH( R,) = (abc}* = {E, abc,abcabc.. .} and the set of histories of RO as the 
set of prefixes of the above set: H( R,) = {abc}*{ab,a,&} = {E, a,ab,abc,abca,abcab.. .}. 
We now wish to apply the operation vect to obtain strings of vector events. The set 
vect(RH(R,)) satisfies Requirement 2.2, and so can be used to define the set of 
resulting histories. However, the set vect( H( R,)) is not prefix-closed because e E 
vect( H( 41,)) but ace vect( H( R,)). The histories defined by the p-concurrent regular 
expression should “approximate” the set vect(H( R,)), because the set H( R,) defines 
the histories of RO, and the operation “-“, of taking vectors, defined by the 
distribution {A, , A*, . . . , A,) is an operation which forgets about superfluous 
sequentialization. The best approximaLlull wE n*:nm Af the set vect(H( R,)), closed under Pref 
is the least set containing vect(H(R,)) and, at the same time, closed under Pref, 
that is the set Pref(vect( RH( R,))). 
3. The set of resulting histories of the p-concurrent expression PCR = 
lX{A,,A2,*=*, A,}] is defined as RH(PCR) = vect(RH(R)) and the set of histories 
of PCR is defined as H( PCR) = Pref(vect( RH( R))) = Pref( KH( PCR)). 
For PCR, : [(a;b), (A, = (a}, A*= {b})], RH(PCR,) = {&}, 
H(PCR,) = {&, a&,~)= 
Now, we describe a transformation @ of p-concurrent expressions into concurrent 
expressions (compare [ 191). 
~~t~~~ Consider the p-concurrene xpression PCR = [R, { 
Let C( PCR) be t1 le set of concurr pressi II* l *II 
3 f-3 I?. czaticfim t,I?e condiiiofl ‘, . . * ) .“, _‘, V.....“.LYLl ) = hi )h 
There may be more than one element 
satisfying the above condition, one 
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Example 2.14 there are the following elements of 
(V II b), (a II b;c)* 
niai For every p-concurrent expression 
RH(@(PCR)) =‘RH(C (CR). 
C(PCR): (a;& II&x), <a 11 h), 
) let 
From the definition of C it follows that for any & , & E C( PCR) we 
RH(&) and H(&) = (&), so both RH(@(PCR)) and H(@(PCR)) a 
unambiguous way, i are independent of a particular choice of C 
eSiniti0 .1X We say that a p-concurrent regular repression PCR - 
VUA1,A2,***, A,}] is proper if Q=(PCR) is equivalert to PC that is H(PCR)= 
H(C(PCR)) and RH(PCR) = RH(Q=(PCR)). 
From the preceding discussion, it follows that the above two equalities are 
well-defined. Let us explain why proper p-concurrent regular expressions are so 
important. In our model, a regular expression R represents a pure sequential 
specification, and PCR: [R, {A,, A2 9. . . 5 A,}] represents a sequential specification. 
Since Q= preserves behavioral properties of proper expressions only, when PCR is 
proper, it can be implemented by any CRC @(PCR). 
Let PCR,: [(a;b;c), {A, = {a,b}, A2 = {a,~}}]. Then @(PCR2) 3 
CR,*: a;b I] a;c and it is easy to see that PCRz is proper. Note that CRZt is identical 
to CR, from Example 2.6. 
Now we give examples of PCRs which are not proper. Jn general, a PCR and a 
resulting CR may have different sets of histories and identical sets of resulting 
histories, or identical sets of histories and different sets of resulting histories. 
9. Let PCR,: [((a;c;e),(b;B;f)), {A, = {a,e,b,f), A2 = {c,e,d,f}}]. Then 
@(PCR3) 3 CRSn: (a;e),(b;f) I] (c;e),(d;j), for which the sets of resulting histories 
are identical, but the set of histories of CR3# includes the sequence ad (leading to 
a deadlock), which clearly is nei a history of PCRJ (note that CR3t is identical to 
CR2 from Example 2.10). To explain in more detail the reason why PCRl is not 
er we use Petri nets (for the definition see [39]) to represent our specifications. 
3 can be represented by the Petri net shown in Fig. 3. After erasing all the 
actions that do not belong to sets A p and A2 we have two sequential nets (Fig. 4). 
a 
b 
Fig. 3. 
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a 
b 
Fig. 4. 
d 
Fig. 5. 
Now these two nets can be composed using the construction described in [25, p. 219) 
and shown in Fig. 5. It should be now clear why @(K&) is not proper: two 
independent actions occurring in branches of the alternative, namely a and d, are 
mapped by @ to different components of the parallel construct 11 allowing both these 
actions to execute. 
For the sake of completeness we recall from [ 191, necessary condtion5 FQH PCW 
to Le proper. 
R,{A,,A* ,... JJ. Denote by conf (standing for 
R X & defined as lows: 
E L&*)&E F-%( 
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confn IPCR =Q). As the following example shows, this 
not suflkient. 
: [ (( a$),( a;a;b; b)), {A, = {a}, A2 = {b}}], the relation conf 
Now we give an example of a PCR for which the sets of histories are identical, 
but resulting histories differ. 
2. For PCRS: [((a;b)*), (A, = (a}, AZ= Jb}}] we have C(PCRJ 3 
CR5#: a* 11 b*. 
Resulting histories of PCR5 must have the same number of occurrences of Q and 
b, while resulting histories of CRSt contain an arbitrary number of these actions. 
The reason that the ah -eve PCR5 is not proper is similar to that explained i--r Example 
2.19: two independent actions were mapped by @ to two parallel components. Thus, 
some actions from the nth se+ *en may be executed before all the actions from the 
previous step have been completed (see Fig. 6). 
Fig. 6. 
i-rent regular ex 
To deal with the problems described at the end of the previous section, we 
introduce synchronization guards which are inserted into the original p-concurrent 
expressions (we assume that synchronization actions do not belong to the alphabet 
se actions help to control the concurrent execu 
ressions were n 
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the independency relation. For example, independent actions occurring in branches 
of the choice were mapped by @ to different components of the parallel construct 
11. To recover this, synchronization guards are inserted into alternatives and loops 
and, by definition are in conflict with the bodies of these constructs. The synchron- 
ization guards will occur in two contexts (for a formal definition see Definition 3.4) 
as shown in Fig. 7: 
in alternatives, where they are inserted as the first action cf one of the branches 
of these alternatives: branch,, (A; branch,) 
in loops, they are inserted at the beginning of the body: (A; body)* 
Example 3.1. Consider PCRs from Example 2.22 with the additional synchronization 
guard A, PC&: [((A;a;b)*J1 {Ail = (a,A}, k2 = {&A)}]. Note that A is in conflict 
with both Q and b and so C(PCR) zCR,~: (A;a)” 11 (A;b)*. It is easy to see that 
PC& is proper (see Fig. 8). 
branch 1 
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It turns out that in eaerzl some additional fine tuning is necessary. 
,E 11 b,E and clearly PCR, is not proper. If we tried to de 
as explained abov i.e. inserted the synchronization guard A i 
of the choice, we would obtain PCRTp : [ (a,( A; b)), {A, = {a,A}, 
is proper. However, assuming that the comma operator is left-associative, i.e. (a,b,c) 
represents ((a,b),c)), if we consider PCR,: [( a,&c j, (A, = (a}, A2 = {b}, A3 = {cl}] 
8’: [(a,(A;b),(A;ch iA, = b,& AZ = WI, 4 = {@)}I, 
which is not proper because @(PCR8) KRsV: a,A,A 11 &,(A;L),A 11 &,A,(A;c) and 
(b,c) E conf n IpCR. 
Thus, we shall require that rile synchronization guards are unique. The expression 
PCRS would now be transformed into the following proper expression: 
In addition, it turns out that we must not assume that the synchronization guards 
are in conflict with all other actions which are not involved in loops and alternatives 
considered (thus, the above expression PCR, will be modified, see Example 3.10). 
xamgle 3.3. Let PCR,,: [(a; Q), {A, = {a}, A2 = { b,c}}]. The concurrency in the 
expression PC Rlon : [(a;b,(A;c)), (A, = {a,A}, A2 = {b,c,A}}] would be unnecessarily 
limited, because @(PCR& sCR,,~: a 11 b,c and @(PCR& sCR,,: a;&,A 11 b,(A;c) 
and a and A cannot be performed simultaneously, i.e. (a,A) E H(CRlolJ. 
Thus, we assume that the synchronizing guard is in conflict with other actions in 
the alternative, or the body of the loop, but not necessarily with the remaining 
actions in the entire expression. In Example 3.3, we assume that A is in conflict 
only with b and c, i.e. A, = {a}, A2 = {b,A,c} and @(PCRIOl) sCR,~: a II b,(A;c). 
Clearly, (a,A) E I-I(CRaW). 
Now we formulate the necessary formalism to present he ideas described above. 
rst define the class 0 of synchronized p-concurrent regular expressions. 
LetA,,A,,.. . , A, be alphabets, and let i(a) = {j: o. E: ;ij}m The class 
-WAI,A2,**. , A,) of synchronized regular expressions is dcf~eti by the following 
grammar: 
expr : := el 1 (expr;el j
cl::= ;exPr)* 1 (expr, ( 
e followirig condiliczns are satisfie 
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e for each loop (A;expr)*: (WI E hxpr)( i(b) E i(A)); 
for each alternative ( exprl ,( A ;expr,)): (Vt, c Acxpr, u hxprJ( i( b) E i(A)); 
synchronization guards are unique. 
We write just C rather than Z(A, , AZ, . . 
nitis 3.5. A p-concurrent regular 
is called a synchronized p-concurrent 
WA, 9 4, * ’ l 3 Al). 
, A,) if it does not lead to confusion. 
expression PCR: [R, {A,, A*, . . . , A,I}] 
regular expression, PCR E 0 if R E 
Theorem 3.6. Every synchronized p-concurrent regular expression from the class 9k is 
proper. 
The proof is given in Appendix A. 
Now we define a transformation II from the set of all p-concurrent E-free regular 
expressions into 0. The mapping Ii insefls synchronization guards as described 
above. Formally, this mapping is defined as follows. 
efinition 3.7. Let PCR: [R, {A, 9 AZ, . . . , A,}] be a p-concurrent c-free regular 
expression and let G be an infinite alphabet such that G n A = 8, where A = A, u 
A+* l l u A,. Elements of G are called synchronization guards and are denoted 
by A (with indices if necessary). First we define the mapping @ from the set of 
regular expressions into C and the mappings G, , G2) . . . , G, from the set of regular 
expressions into subsets of G. Mappings @ and G, , GZ, . . . , G, are defined 
inductively: 
(1) ifRisanatomicactiona,then~(a)=a,G,(a)=8,i=1,2,...,n; 
(2) @(&, R2) = WC), (WV,)), 
Gi(R19 R2)= I Gi(R,)u G,(Rz)u{A} if (AR,uAR2)nAi#0, 
tGi(Rl)u Gi(R,) otherwise, 
for i=4,2,..., n, where A is any element of G such that A E Au Gii RI) u Gi( R2); 
(3) ~(R,;R,)=~(R,);QP(R,) and for i=l, 2,..., n, Gi(RI;Rz)=G,(R,)u 
Gi( R2); 
(4) @(R*) = (A;@(R))*, 
Gi( R*) = 
tii(R)u{A} if ARnAiZ0 
Gi(R) otherwise 
for i = 1,2,. . . 5 n where A is any element of G such t 
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): [G(R),{&, , . . . , B,}] where 
From the above definition it immediately 
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For every p-concurrent E-free regular 
For any V E vect( y B c V let Vi B denote 
expression PC R we have 
the concealme 
from B in K Core 3.9 follows immediate1 y from Theorem 3.6 and 
. every p-concurrent E-free regular expression PCR: [R, {A,, AZ, 
(PCR)) 1 G(R) and RH(PCR) = RH( (PCR)) 1 G(R). 
Therefore, for a specification S of a sequential system in the form of a p-concurrent 
regular expression, we can first apply the transformation II to obtain a proper 
specification n(S), and then the transformation C to get an equivalent concurrent 
specification CSE @(n(S)). 
Exmnple 3.10. For the expression PCRS : [ (( a&),~), {A, = (a}, A2 = {b}, A, = {c}}] 
from Example 3.2 we would obtain n(PCR,): [((t~,(A,;b)),(A~;c)), {A, = {a,A,,Az}, 
4 = {hAl,A21, 4 = kd,Hl and WA4 1; &Whh II (wM4;C) E @GWCW= 
Now we show the application of our technique to the well-known dining philos- 
ophers problem, first described by E.W. Dijkstra [lo]. The major difficulty with any 
concurrent specification of this problem is to avoid deadlock. Here we present a 
sequential specification of the dining philosophers problem, which, using our tech- 
nique, can be automatically transformed to the equivalent concurrent specification. 
Thus, the resulting concurrent specification is deadlock and starvation free. Our 
sequential specification of the dining philosophers problem comes from the very 
natural desct iption of activities of each philosopher. Note that this example shows 
that depending on the initial form of a sequential specification, the resulting concur- 
ecification may provide a varying amount of concurrency. 
0 There are five philosophers who either eat spaghetti or think. When 
they become hungry, they sit at the circular table that has five &airs around it. 
ere are five forks laid out on the table, thus there is precicclq ,~t: fork between 
every adjacent two chairs. Since the spaghetti s tangled, a p%osopher must have 
two forks to eat: one on the left and one on the right. If the philosopher cannot get 
two forks, he or she must wait until they are available. The forks are picked up one 
e and the 5cft fork self=explanatory names to denote 
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problem has now the following form: 
((pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left,;put_right,)*, 
(pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left,;put_right*)*, 
(pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left~;put_right~)*)*. 
Clearly, the only actions that are in mutual conflict are those that operate on the 
same fork. The sets of conflicting actions are listed below: 
fork- I : {pick_left,,eat,,put_left,,pick_right,,eatz,put_right,), 
fork-2: { pick_left,,eai,,put_left,,pick_right,,eat~,put_~ght~~, 
fork-3: (pick_left,,eat,,put_left,,pick_right,,eat~,put_right~~, 
fork-4: { pick_left,,eat,,put_left,,pick_right,,eat~,put_rights}, 
fork-5: C~ick_lleft,,eat,,put_left,,pick_righti,~~t,,put_right,~. 
From Definition 2.15, we obtain the following concurrent specification SZ E C( S,): 
(E,( pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)*,( pick_right,;eat,;put_right,)*,E,E)” 11 
(E,&,(pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)*,(pick_right~;eat~;put_right~~~,&)* 11 
(&,E,E,(pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)*,(pick_right~;eat~;put_right~)*)* 11 
((pick_right,;eat,;put_right,)*,&,E,E,(pick_teft,;eat5;put_left,)“)*)* 
Unfortunately, the above solution is not cm --xt, because all philosophers can pick 
up the left fork simultaneously, after which they are deadlocked (see [ 191). Now 
we consider the synchronized p-concurrent expression S1# =n( S,): 
(Ao;((Alo;pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left,;put_right,)*), 
( A3;( A,,;pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left~;put_right~)~), 
(A,;(A,,;pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left~;put_right~)*)))*. 
Above, A, guards the outer loop, for i = 1,. . . , 5, AjO guard inner loops, while for 
i=b , . . . ,4, A& guard alternatives. The sets of depending actions are listea bdow. 
fork-l : (pick_left,,eat,,put_Ieft,,pick_right,,eat~,put_right~,A~,A,,A~,A~,A~,A,~,A~~}, 
fork-2: { pick-leftz,eat,,put_left,,pick_right,,eat~,put_right~~A~,A,,A~,A~,A~,A~~,A~~}, 
fork-3: {pick_left,,eat,,put_left,,pick_right,,eat~,put_rig~t~,A~,A*,A~,A~,A~,,,A~~}, 
fork-5: {pick_left,,eats,put_lefts,pick_right,,e~t,,put_right,,A,,A,,P,o, 
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Thus, the concurrent specification S, E s)(K!‘(S,)) has the following form: 
(Ao;(E,E,E,(A,;(As,;Pic _left,;eat,;put_left,)*),(A,,;pick_right,;eat,;put_right,)*)*. 
Now, not all the p losophers can pick up the left fork at the same time, because 
the synchronizatio uards are preventing them from doing so, hence, the deadlock 
has been avoided. Actually, from the above theory it follows that the resulting 
concurrent specification S, is always &equate, i.e. for every history H and every 
ction can be executed in a certain continuation of history H. Clearly, 
adequacy implies that none of the philosophers may ever starve. But, although 
correct, our solution limits the amount of concurrency since at most one of the 
philosophers can be eating at any particular time. In [37], it was shown that a 
different sequential specification will result in a “more” concurrent solution: If we 
specify S, as: (Phil-l;phil-2;phiL3;phiL4;phil-5)* or, in a fully expanded form: 
((pick-left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left,;put_right,)*; 
(pick_left,;pick_right,;eat,;put_left,;put_right~)*)*, 
then we would arrive at 
(A,;(A,,;pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)*;(A,,,;pick_right,;eat,;put_right~)~)~ II 
(A,;( A,,;pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)*;( A,,;pick_right,;eat,;put_right5)*)G II 
(A,;(A,,,;pick_right,;eat,;put_right,)*;(A,,;pick_left,;eat,;put_left,)“)*)*, 
whicn is truly concurrent, as two philosophers (not arbitrary two, of course) are 
allowed to eat at the same time. 
In the next section we show some practical applications of the theory developed 
em bet us recall a well- e 
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Ie 4.1. Consider the following three basic actions: 
get to get the next record from the input queue and store it in the 
input buffer; 
CQPY to copy the input buffer to the output buffer; 
IJut to put the output buffer to the output queue. 
The sequential specification of a system that performs copying is 
for i:= 1 to length(input_queue) do 
get; 
copy; 
4; 
In order to explicitly program a concurrent execution of the above algorithm, 
independent actions must be consecutive so that the concurrent composition can 
be applied to them. Thus the above specification will have to be transformed to the 
equivalent sequential specification: 
get; 
for i:= 1 to length(input_queue) do 
copy; 
put; 
get; 
end; 
copy; 
put 
(here, for simplicity, we assume that the input queue is not empty], and finally, 
using the well-known co egin-coend program construct (see [5]), the concurrent 
specification can be given: 
get; 
or i := 1 to length(input_c;ueue) 
copy; 
cobegin 
put; 
get; 
coend; 
end; 
cwy; 
PW 
In this example, the transformation from 
second specification is done in preparation r a concurre 
operations get and put are disjoint, or ip? 
concurrently. 
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As Brinch Hansen oints out in [5], i YS fairl-: easy to make a mistake even in 
this simple case. For ample, placing c egin before tine copy action would result 
in incorrect computations. The problem is that the user is forced to take care of 
low-level sychronization details. Clear1 y, for other programs such sorting pro- 
grams, matrix ma ulaticns, etc., such synchronization details can much more 
sophisticated than thfz ahave example, but for such programs concurrency is used 
only to improve e Sciency. In our approach the user is responsible for declaring 
which actions a ‘ndependent, and so is relieved from having to consider synchron- 
ization details. us, the user provides what we call a complete specijication: a pure 
sequential specification and a declaration of independency. (Vsing the formalism 
introduced in the previous section, a complete specification is a certain representation 
of a p-concurrent regular expression.) For the copying program, the complete 
specification consists of the original sequential specification, which in this case does 
not have to be modified, and a declaration of independent actions: 
{complete sequential specification} 
for i := 1 40 fengtk(input_queue) do begin 
get; 
copy; 
put; 
end; 
{declaration of independency} 
independency 
ind(get, put) 
end; 
In our approach, to obtain a concurrent version of the existing software, program 
sections that are independent have to be specified. This may first require some 
modularization of the program, i.e. an encapsulation of such program sections in 
structured data types (see the following examples). Clearly, we need a programming 
language to write programs as above. We call this language Banach.’ Banach is a 
Pascal-like language with the four additional constructs: a nondeterministic hoice 
operator, a declaration of events, the REP statement, and a declaration of indepen- 
dency. Here, REP stands for a REPLICATOR, and is very much the same as the 
replicator in occam [ 151, Macro @MY [31], and the divide-in operator of 132,331. 
The basic unit of a computation is called an event, which is executed as atomic 
action. Events represent structured data types, much like packcl:;es in the Ada 
programming language [40]. Events can be activated in the sai2.c my as Pascal 
procedures are called, or Simula 67’s class objects [3] are generated: the occurrenct: 
of the event name with the lilrt of actual parameters, if any, in the instruction section 
of the program denotes an ecti~a;ion of the event and execution of its body. A 
anach program consists of three sections; the declaration section, the instruction 
’ Stefan Banach (1892-1945), Polish mathematician who g-..-‘---A rL- A ,KVCIU)JCU WC lheory of functional analysis. 
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section, and the independency section. The latter section starts with the keyword 
endency and declares which events are independent, using another keyword 
ind. This section may contain the declaration of local variables, followed by the 
clause, when BooleanExpression ind(event(. .), event(. . .)). The BooleanExpres- 
sion determines the domain of parameters for which the invocations of the events 
are to be independent. In Banach, there are two types of p.arameters of events: 
passed by value and passed by value-result (as in Ada). We require the following. 
Requirement 4.2. (1) No actual parameters passed by value-result can be shared by 
two, or more independent events. 
(2) Events cannot be textually nested. 
(3) Independency can be declared for events only. 
(4) In the main program, every primitive action, such as an assignment, or a 
Boolean exp. VUU =cion, must be an event activation. 
(5) No recursion of events is allowed (as in occam [HI). 
These may not be the weakest requirements needed to preserve the equivalence 
of the sequential and Banach s,,ecification. (See [ 191 for the discussion of more 
general rules.) The reason for IC;quirement 4.2( 1) is that for parameters passed by 
value-result on entry to the event body, the formal parameter gets the value of the 
actual parameter and then on exit, the actual parameter gets the value of the formal 
parameter. Thus, sharing the actual parameter may result in ill-defined concurrent 
access to the same variable. If concurrent execution is allowed, events are atomic 
actions, that is the execution of the event’s body consists of a single action and 
cannot be divided into a number of concurrently executed subactions. For this 
reason we require 4.2(2) and 4.2(3). From the theory given in Section 3 of this 
paper, it follows that the Banach main program must give rise to the sequential 
specificatinzr in the form of the sequence of events. Thus we additkLnally require 
4.2(4). 
Now we give several examples of Banach programs. 
Example 4.3. Consider the following implementation of the copying algorthm from 
Example 4.1. We assume that we have the operations available: ir;put(f) to read in 
input data, length(Q) to compute the length of the queue, intog’x, Cl) to --aMA v tii pLiS*d /b 
to the queue Q, and out@, 0) to remove the first element of Q and return it in X. 
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put (x: T; suit f: QUEUE); 
Into (x, f); (* append x to f *) 
input (f); (* read inp 
coipv (XI v); 
Put (Y# 9); 
end; 
independency 
The above declaration of independent events does not provide parameters of the 
events get and put, which means that for any values of parameters these events are 
independent. If the or statement were implemented in terms of the ile statement, 
for length(f)=3, the above code would be expanded to the following sequence of 
actions: 
input(f); geto(x, f); i := 1; aux:= length(f); i < =aux; copy,(x, y); 
get,(x, f); put,(y, g); i := i +l ; i < =aux; copy,(x, y); get*(x, f); 
putz(y, 9) ; i := i + 1; i C =aux; copy3(x, y); get3(x, f); puta(y, g); 
i := i + 1; i < =aux; copy,(x, y); put4(y, g); 
where auu is Rn mxilisatv vsriahle and indic*- _ --__ __ -__ W”“““‘, r. in the rallc tn r?nnv nf2t and nlrt are .--*W.--i _a__ a__-___” a-_ w* -I*.” I” ‘._.p.S, au‘ ---- r-’ 
.tise d for readabi?ity anly. 
To satisfy Requirement 4.2(4) one would have to declare many evmts, and then 
activate them i.? the ain program. To avoid hating to go t?~~‘g..1 this rather 
cumbersome procedu we introduce anonymous ewzts. Since these events do not 
have names, they cannot be declared as independent; therefore anonymous events 
are always in conflict. Anonymous events can be explicitly specified by the pro- 
grammer by enclosi angle brackets J, or they will be implicitly 
declared by the im the latter case, 
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(This is because events will have processors allocated, and so we want to avoid 
unnecessary events.) For the above example: 
(input (f)); get&, f); (i := >; (aux:= length(f); i < =aux); 
copy&, y); got& f); putl(y, g); (i := i + 1; i < =aux); copy,(x, y); 
g&(x, f); put&, g); 6 := i + ? ; i C =aux); copy,(x, y); get3(x, f); 
put&, g) ; (i := i + 1; i < =aux); copy4(x, y); put4(y, g); 
From the above discussion it follows that for the copying program there is no need 
to declare the copy action as a named event (since it does not appear in the 
declaration section of independency), but in view of Requirement 4.2(3) we need 
to declare put and get as named events because we wish to specify them as 
independent. 
Clearly, the above sequence of event occurrences can be interpreted as a total 
order. The independency relation relaxes some sequentialization and transforms 
this total order into the partial order shown in Fig. 9, which will allow us to execute 
this program concurrently. The copy action is now enclosed in angle brackets because 
<input(f)> 
1 
geto(x,f) 
1 
<i:=l> 
1 
<aux:=length(f); iC=aux> 
1 
<copy1 (x, y) > 
get1 (x, f) ; 
<bA 
put1 (y, 9) 
':='+l; i<=aux> 
I 
<copy2 (x, y) > 
Al4 
I ; 
ge:?2 
put2 (Y# gl; 
':yi+l; i<=aux> 
TPfYP 
; 
getYp 
put3 (Yd) r’ 
* :=i+l; i<=aux> 
I 
<CC!? P ~4 (x,yj > 
put4 (Yr 9) 
Fig. 9. 
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it is not a named event nymore. Events with no order among them can be executed 
concurrently. Strictly speaking, in the sequence: 
get+, f); put,(y, g); (i := i + 1 ; i < =aux); 
all three actions ar e Zndepeiident. They will not be subject to potential conbcrrent 
execution as the event (i := i + 1; i < =aux); is an unnamed event and we need 
Requirement 4.2(3). Ef the programmer were willing to rewrite the for statement 
and declare an event that forms the above two substitutions, then all three actions 
could be execute concurrently. 
Another solution to the abo- vb problem is to use re$cators instead of the for 
general, the syntax of REP is exp2 exp3 
differs from the for statement in that it avoids the implicit update of 
the control variable. For example: i < =n stat(i) denotes 
stat(l); stat(2); l l 9; stat(n). 
Using the replicator, the main program in the above Copying program would be 
rewritten as follows: 
i := 1 i+l TIL length(f) in 
get(x, f); 
COPYOG Y)i 
PWI 9); 
end; 
(for another application of the REP construct to Shellsort program, see [21]). 
.4. The program shown below computes the quotient and the remainder 
of two integers: 
vent incr (result q: integer); 
q:=q+l; 
ve;lt deer (valloe b: integer; result r: inte 
put (a, b); t := a; q := 0; 
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output( q, r) ; 
It should be noted that if we switched the two statements that form the body of the 
above loop we would obtain: 
irm(q); 
decr( b, r); 
end; 
Now, if we declare the event test (r, b) to test the stop condition, we could declare 
two independent events, test and incr. The p-concurrent regular expression corres- 
ponding to this specification is not proper, but applying the transformation II we 
obtain a proper expression. 
3. Our last example shows Banach’s version of matrix multiplication 
algorithm. The scalar product of the ith row of the matrix a and the jth column of 
the array b is declared as an event. 
. n] of arfay[l . . n] of real; 
Var a,b,c:T; i&k: integer; 
vent scalar (value i,j,k: inte 
egin 
c[i, j] := c[i, j] +a[i, k] * b[k, j]; 
. 
I 
in 
input (a, b); 
scalar(i,j,k); 
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The above specificati n gives rise to a maximally 
speed-up is significant: from n3 to n. For example, 
the expansion of the above REP statements: 
concurrent specification, and a 
assume that n = 2, aazrd consider 
scalar(l,l_l); sca!ar(l,lJ); scalar(l,2,1); scalar(1,2,2); scabar(2,1,1); 
scalar(2,1,2); scalar(2,2,1); scalar(2,2,2). 
The declaration of independent events can be translated to the following specification 
in terms of p-concurrent regular expressions (for details, see Section 5): Al = 
{scalar( l,I,l), scalar( 1,1,2)}, A2 = {scalar( 1,2,1), scalar( 1,2,2)J, A3 = {scalar(2,1,1), 
scalar(2,1,2)}, Ad= {scalar(2,2,1), scalar(2,2,2)}. Thus, after we apply the transfor- 
mation C we obtain 
(scalar( l,l,l);scalar( 1,1,2)) 11 (scalar(l,2,l);scalar( 1,2,2) 11 
(scalar(2,1,l);scalar(2,1,2)) II (scalar(2,2,l);scalar(2,2,2)). 
5. odelling Banac programs by p-concurrent regular ex 
In this section we show how p-concurrent synchronized regular expressions can 
be used to model the control structure and synchronization properties of complete 
sequential specifications, similar to those written in Banach programming language. 
The idea is not new, it goes back to the early 1970s when it was shown that regular 
expressions (in general, formal g.Tammars) can be used to model the control structure 
of various kinds of programs, see e.g. [ 11,341 for modelling Algal-like programs. 
Banach programming language is specially designed to use the above approach, 
but our approach can be applied to most programming languages. 
The basic element of a Banach program is an atomic event, and due to existence 
of unnamed events, the first part of every Banach program, without a declaration 
of independent event, can be viewed as a certain generator of sequences of events. 
Since events are atomic and no recursion is allowed, these sequences of events are 
entirely generated by the following operators: 
(the latter operator denc,tes nondeterministic hoice). The meaning of for is defined 
in terms of while -do, so in fact we have to consider only fou 8 zy :ators in &ztd: 
while-do, if-then-else, “;“, “ v “. Let us now introduce names of mm syntactic 
anach-like langwges. 
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for Banach like languages can be defined as follows (we omit I/O commands): 
BLP ::= pro name; SQS;I e 
E ::= NE 1 UNE. 
Now, we define the mapping from Banach programs to p-concurrent regular 
expressions. 
Ddimition 5.2. Let rl, be a mapping from the sequential specification part of Banach- 
like programs into the set of regular expressions over an alphabet A, defined as 
follows: 
44E)=e, here, e E A is uniqluely associated with the event E’. 
tw, v Cd = $f(GW;$fG)). 
@(while E do C) = (A;e;@( C))*;e’. 
#(if E then C, else Cl) = (e;t,b(C,)),(A;e’;$( C,)). 
In the two above expressions, $(E) = e, e’ E A is associated with the event “not E”, 
and A is a synchronization guard, as defined in Section 4. 
It is easy to see that every expression of the form #(SQS) is a well-defined, 
synchronized, p-concurrent regular expression. Now, we consider an example of 
the appliction of the mapping $. 
le 5.3. The following Banach program computes the sum of two integers 
using the successor : nd predecessor operations: 
prograsur addition; 
(* sequential specification S 
(* declaration section D *) 
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; 
event xminusl ; 
begin 
x :=x-l; 
xminusl ; 
yplusl; 
at+ - L 
output (y); 
end; (eg of c *) 
(* independency declaration I *) 
independency 
(xminisl, yplusl); 
end; (* of t *) 
(* end of SQS *) 
end. 
For the above program, ignoring I/O, we have $CX?§) = 
(A;xg~O;xminusl;yplusl)*;NotxgtO, where NotxgrO is a name of a Banach even 
equivalent to “ 
The second part of Banach-like specification, i.e. the declaration of independency 
relation I, can be easily modelled by a symmetric and irreflexive relation ind c A x A. 
Now we show that the distribution {A,, AZ,. . . , i-1,) used in the definition of a 
p-concurrent regular expression can be derived from the pair (A, ind), where ind 
etric and irreflexive relation over A. If dep = A x A - ind, then dep is a 
and reflexive relation which can be interpreted as a dependency relation. 
Let us define the set COVi”d c 22A OF aii families of coverings {A,, A2_ . . . , A,} of 
A as follows: {Al,A2,** l 9 &I E COY,,d iff .A=A,~A,w.w 
A, 6t (Va, by A)(Q, b) E inde((&)a B Ai v be Ai). Any element of CC)Vind can be 
used as the distribution {A,, A2, . . . , A,,}, in particular, e can use the L_c+I DEP 
of ail dependent sets defined by: A E DEPa(Va, b E (a, b) E dep, or a family 
dependent sets, defined by A E MDEPe A E DEP & ((VI3 E 
s of graph theory, DEP is the set of al 
s of the graph of the relation de 
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dix 
First, we introduce auxiliary notations (borrowed from 
A,, be alphabets, ,uA~u*~wA,,, indc 
relation from Definition 2.7, vect : ZA* + 2ATxA;x...xAE be the mapping fro 
2.5, and finally let vect: 2A*+ 2ATxATx*..xAz bethe following mapping: 
vect( L) = h,(L) x h2( L) x 0 l . x h,(L) n vect( 
From the above definitions we have the following (compare [I 
(1) vect( L) = (3: (3~ E A*) (Vi = I, 2,. . *, n) hi(x) E rii( L)), 
(2) vect( L) c vect( L), 
(3) vect( Pref( L)) c Pref(vect( L)), 
(4) Pref(vect( L)) c vect( Pref( L)), 
(5) _ - - vect( L, )vect( L,) c vect( L, L,), 
(6) _ - - vect( L,) u vect( L,) c vect( L, u L,). 
Now, we rephrase Theorem 3.6 in an equivalent form which is easier to prove. 
Then 
AA?. Let PCR = [R, {A,, AZ,. . . , A,,]] E f2, that is R E 2, and let L = 2’( 
(1) 
(2) 
Pref(vect( L)) = vect( Pref( L)), 
vect( L) = vect( L). 
f. The proof is by induction on the structure of expressions from the class 
Clearly, for expr = a, where a is an atomic event, both (1) and (2) are tru 
proof of the inductive step, we often identify reguk expressions wit 
generated by them. First, we prove the following lenma. 
0 __ vect( (A;expr)*) = ({ 
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) From Corollary A.1(1) we have vect((A;expr)*) = {x: x E A*, hi(X)E 
hi((A;expr)*)}. For i@ i(A), hi(x) =E and hi((A;expr)*) E(E), thus (3: XE A*, 
hi(x)E hi((A;expr)*)}=(x: -YEA*, hi(x)E h,((A;expr)*), in i(A)}={z: XE 
hi(X) E ({A}hi(expr)*), i E i(A)} ={_ . X* x E A*, hi(X) E ({A}hi(expr)“i), i E i 9 ki aO>* 
Since (Va E Aexpr) 1 E i(A) wt: have Vi,je i(A), ki= kj, SO {z: XE h,(x) E 
({A}hi(expr)k;), i E ), ki ‘2 0) =I (~1 x E A*, hi(X) E ({A}h,(expr))k, i E i(A), k 2 0) = 
{AYdYf l l dYk: h,(yi) E !ri(expr), in i(A), j = 1,2,. . . , k, k ~0) = ({d}vect(expr)j*. 
-@))omCoro;iary A.l( 1) we have vect(cxpr,,(A;expr,)) = {x: x E A*, hi(x) E 
hi(exprl,(A;expr2))}. For in! i(A) we have hi(x) = E and hi(expr,,(A;expr2)) = (~‘3, 
thus {x: x E A*, hi(X) E hi(exprl,(A;expr&} ={&I x E A*, hi(x) E hi(exprl,(A;exprz)), 
i E i(A)} = ($1 x E A*, hi(x) E hi(expr,) u {A}hi(expr,), i F i(A)}. Since (Va E Aexpr, u 
hxprz) i(a) c i(d) so it is not possible that there is x E A* sue hat hi,(x) E hi(expr,) 
and hi,(x) E hi(expr,) for some i, , i2 E i( A ). Therefore {z: x E ‘, hi(X) E hi(expr,) u 
{A}hi(expr,), in i(A)) = (3: x E A*, hi(x) E hi(expr,), i E i(A)} u {Ay: k,(y) E 
hi(expr,), i E i(A)} = vect(expr,) u {A}vect(expr2). q _- 
From Lemma A.3, it immediately follows that if vect(expr) = vect(expr) and 
for i = 1, 2 vect(expr,) = vect( expri) then vect( (A ;expr)*) = vect( (A ;expr)*) and -. 
vect( expr, ,( A ;expr,)) = vect( expr, ,( A ;expr,)). Now, we prove another lemma. 
(11) vect(Pref((A;expr)“)) = {c} u vect((A;expr)*){A}vect( Pref(expr)), 
vect( Pref( expr, ,( A ;expr,))) = vect( Pref( expr,)) u {A }vect( Pref( expr,)). 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma A.3. Since i(a) c i(A) we conclude 
that hi(x) belongs to the image under hi of expressions that certain A’s, which 
hat 5 belongs to the image under vect of s:ich expressions The details are 
From the definition of the mapping vect it follows that Prcf(~ c %i{, 9 ;expr)*)) = 
Pref(vect(expr,,(A;expr2))) =
ref(vect(expr,) j u { ref(vect(expr,) j. From Lemmas A.3 and A.4 it follows that 
Xpri )) = VeCt( Pief( ejipri)) 
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Lemma A.5 For every regular expression expr (not necessarily from the class 2) 
vect(ei;pr;a) = vect( expr){ a}. 
0 From Corollary A-1(5) vect(expr){a} c vect(expr;a). Let x E vect(expr;a) -
vect(expr)(p}. Hence, for some ye vect(expr) we have x = ya. Since ye 
vect(expr) we have (3iO)h4,(y) & h&xpr), which implies that &,(ya) @ h,(exp&) 
and SO x = ya s? vect(expr;a), which gives a required contr,ndiction. 0 
Lemnr8 Ih.6. pf, for expr E E9 vect( Pref(expr)) = Pref(vect(expr)) then j?or a E A, 
vect(Pref(expr;a)) = Pref(vect(expr;a)). 
roof. Suppose that vect(Pref(expr)) = Pref(vect(expr)). From Corollary A.1 we 
have Pref(vect(expt,a))c vect(Pref(expr;a)). Let 3 be a shortest element (it may 
not be unique) of vect( Pref(expr;a)) - Pref(vect(expr;a)). From the assumption of 
this lemma it follows that 1~ = ya, where .rie Pref(vect(expr)), YE Pref(vect(expr)/ 
and (Vv E A’)yav E Pref(vect(ex@;a)). This would mean that v&t(Pref(expr;a)) - 
Pref(vect(expr;a)) = vect(Pref(expr;a)) -vect(expr;a) and so the following condi- 
tions hold: 
(i) (Vi)hi(ya) E h,(Pref(expr;a)), 
(ii) (VW E (expr;a)) (3i)hi(w) # hi(ya). 
For every language Lc_ A*, hi(L) = {It,(Z): z E L}, hence (Y;\ [=1x!? c PrPflexpr;n)) c, \4.., - 1 -r\ 
such that hi( w,) = h;(ya). Since ya e Pref(vect(expr)) we can assume that wi E 
(expr;a), for i = 1,2,. . . , 11. The condition (ii) implies that (3i,, iz) Wi, # wi,. From 
(expr;a) E Z9 it follows that Wi, = zAv,, Wi,= ZV~, vl, VIE A*, #A(Z) =O (note that 
for the expressions in the class 2, conflicts may occur only due to syntactic structures 
of the form expr,,(A;expr,) or ( ‘I;expr,)*;expr2 .) Suppose that the conflict occurs 
due to the syntactic structure (A;expr,)*;exp~. Thus, (3k > 1) (Vi E i(A) hi(ya) = 
ziAtiAti* l l Atir~i), where #A(Zi) ~0, At; E hi(A;expr,), for i = I, 2,. . . , k - 1, Ati E 
h,(Pref(A;expr,)), riE h,(Pref(expr,)), #A(hi(yal)= k. Let 01 =~Ji~ic~, u,“=, A;, 
where Ai stands for the alphabet of t; . Assume that a = {a,, a2, . . . , a,} and let 
Sj E #,,(AtiAt;* l 9 A ti), where i is any element from the sets i( aj), for j = 1,2, l l . , r 
(note that sj are well-defined.) Clearly, ya = x = zjAxT, where #JxJ = 0. Let x’ be 
a string obtained from x by erasing first sj occurrences of aj from ~2, forj = I,& . . . , r, 
and k occurrences of A from Ax2. Of course, x’= y’a, and Z’ E 
vect(Pref(expr;a)) - Pr .f(vect(expr;a)), which is a contra ktion because LC’ is 
shorter than 8 (as k z 1) and x has been chosen to be the shortest element. Suppose 
now that the conflict is due to the structure expr,,(A;expr,). We consider twoi cases: 
( ) a 232 = E, and (b) v2+ E. ecah that Wi, = Z ~1 and wi, = ZQ - 
(a) In this case E E expr,, for example expr, = ( ;ewrd*; l l l A 
Using the same arguments as in the above case (i.e. r (A;expr,)*;ex 
occurrences fro erase from ya = g both and all 
;expr2). The resulting $= y’a 
vect(exgr;a)), I 
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w ere, Wi, = ZCV~~, where c E A, cv2’ E Pref(expr,), and A e i(c), which in contra- 
diction with the definition of the class C. 0 
Note that in Le e assumption that expr E C is essentia 
= {a,b}, A2 = {a,c}, A3 = {b,c}. 
ect(a,b)) = {E_, a, b}, 
(8, tj, l?, -c,yz, ix} # E, g, b, x, bc) = Pref(vect(a,b;c)). From Lemm s AS and A.6 it 
follows that for expr~ 2, i Pref( vect( expr)) = vect( 
vect(expr) then (expr;a)) = vect( Pref(ex 
vect(expr;a) so Theorem A.2 is true for R: expr;a. 
theorem we need two more “ne 
xpr)) and vect(expr) -‘ 
and vect(expr;a) = 
plete the proof of the 
Let expr;(A;expr, )* and expr;expr,,( A;expr2) belong to the class2. Then 
vect(expr;(A;expr,)*) = vect(expr)vect((A;expr,)*), 
vect(expr;expr,,(A;expr,)) = vect(expr)vect(expr,,(A;expr,)). 
roof. (I) From Corollary A.1(5) we known that vect(expr)vect((A;expr,)*) c 
vect(expr;(A;expr,)*). Let x E vect(expr;(A;expr,)*), so 
(tli)hi(X) E hi(expr)hi((A;expr,)*). 
For every B c A, let 12 “, h,: A*+ A* be the following erasing homomorphisms: 
W E Ahab) = ’ z:ez2se hB(a) = a ifa@B, 
a ; & otherwise. 
If #Q(x) = 0 then x E vect(expr) G vect(expr)vect((A;expr,)“), so suppose that 
a,(x) # 0. Clearly x = x’dx”, #Jx’) = 0 and X’E Pref(vect(expr)). Let E = {A}u 
1 a: i(i;)z i(A)) and let y =x’hE(Ax”)hE(Ax”). Note that 3 =y and YE 
vect(expr)vect((A;expr,)*). 
gain, from Corollary A. l(5) we have vect( expr)vect(expr,,( A ;expr2)*) c 
vect(expr;expr,,(A;expr,)). Let 5 E vect(expr:expr,,(A;expr,)). We have to consider 
two cases: (i) #A(x) = P and (ii) gj(x) =O. 
(i) x = x’dx”, and $E Pref(vect(expr)). Let E = {&v (a: +$‘I i(A)} and let 
y = x’h E (Ax”) hE (Ax”). Clearly, x = J- and y E vect(expr)vect( A ;expr,). 
(ii) ere, (tli)hi(x) E hi(expr)hi(&pr,). - 
For every i, let hi(x) = yizi, whe Zi E hi(expr,) and Zi is the longest such suffix of 
hi(x)* Let US d:fipe cv =IJici(A) e that a = {a,, ckz,. . . ‘) a, 
j=1,2,...,; !?t &j= stands for the mini 
e stri st kj occurrences of ai, for all aj E CY, 
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and let x” be the string obtained from x by erasing all symbol occurrences except 
the last kj occurrences of Qj, for all Qj E ac. One can easily verify that both x‘ and X” 
are well-defined and z = XIX”, while $E vect(expr) and $‘E vect(expr,) which ends 
the proof of the lemma. E 
.8. Let expr,exprl ,expr, E 2, and vect( Pref(expr)) = Pref(vect(expr)). Then 
(lb vect( Pref(expr;( A;expr,)*)) = Pref(vect(expr;( A;expr,)*)), _- 
(2) vect(PrefCexpr;expr,,(d;expr2))) = Pref(vect(expr;expr,,(A;expr,))). 
@%oof. (1) From Corollary A.1 it follows that Pref(vect(expr;( A;expr,)* j) z 
vect( Pref(expr;( A*expr,)*)). Let x be a shortest (it may not be unique) element 
of the set vect(Pref(expr;(A;expr,)*)) - Pref(vect(expr;(A;expr,)*)). Since 
vect( Pref(expr)) = Pref(vect(expr)), we have 3 = yA, 3 sf Pref(vect(expr)), y E 
Pref(vect(expr)), thus the following conditions hold: 
(i) (Vi)hi(yA) E h,(Pref(expr;A)) s k,(Pref(expr;(A;expr,)*), 
(ii) (VW E (expr;A) c (expr;(A;expr)*)) (3i)hi(W) # hi(yA). 
The remaining part of the proof of this case is almost identical to the proof of 
Lemma A.6 and is left to the reader. 
(2) From Corollary A. 1 it follows that Pref( vect( expr;expr, ,( A ;expr*))) c 
vect( Pref(expr;expr,,(A;expr,)*)). Let 3 be a shortest (it may not be unique) element 
of the set vect( Pref( expr;expr, ( A ;expr,))) - Pref(vect( expr;expr, ,( A ;expr,))). Since 
vect(Pref(expr)) = Pref(vect(expr)), either x = yA, 5 @ Pref(vect(expr)), and 
y E Pref(vect(expr)), or 3 = ya, for some a E Aexprl .%t if x = ya then one can easily 
+Oile th3t $= yA also belongs to the set vect( Pref(exF;expr,,( A ;expr,))) - 
Pref(vect(expr;expr,,(A;expr2))), the lengths of x and X’ are the same, and 3% 
Pref(vect(expr)). The remaining part of the proof is almost the same as the proof 
of Lemma A.6 and is left to the reader. Cl 
From Lemmas A.7 and A.8 it follows that Theorem A2 is true for R: 
expr;(A;expr, j” and R:expr;expr,,(A;expr1), which comp!etcs the proof of the 
theorem. G 
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